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EBay seller with used ones and swap it out. Waaaaay too much. I had this problem on a

Corvette I owned. It would draw down the battery below start after about 4 days. Is the unit used
based on amps per unit of time? Amps per hour? Your math is correct but the results have the
wrong units. In 3 days you battery is drawn down by 18 amp hours. And that is low enough to
prevent starting. If you multiply he reserve capacity minutes by 0. Typical reserve capacity for a
group 75 battery would be about minutes reserve or 42 amp hours so after 3 days of 0. Less
with an old one. Just a little googling on it. Seems like it is a common problem causing
electrical issues and parasitic drain. May be the wiring though or something else. There is also
a memory relay or something that is supposed to shut things down. Another video showed the
huge array of test equipment to check on at the Ford dealer. Depends on the model and year I
guess. If not, just plug and play but sounds like there were at least three different ones used so
gotta get the right one. Not to steer you in the wrong direction, but I had an electronic level
control that was intermittent and drove me nuts. So yeah could be battery or the the thing is
messing with your head. I just put a head gasket on the engine and the truck sat in the driveway
for 4 months prior to that. The battery is older than 5 years so your right in replacing it. But I
was concerned about the parasitic when I first measured it after the truck would not turn over
the next morning. I really appreciate advice from u guys. Do you park the truck in the driveway?
If so, what were the outside temperatures? Discussion in ' Electrical ' started by FordandPolaris
, Jan 8, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use
this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Jan 8, at PM 1. Okay so we picked
up a Expedition for my mom a couple weeks ago and it has many odd electrical faults. I am
wondering if anyone can point me to a thread that might tell me what exactly that GEM controls.
Google hasn't pointed me to anything of much help. I am confident that it is the cause of some
of our various problems some door locks do not work, some windows act funny, windshield
wipers are psycho on start-up but today she called my dad complaining the oil light was on and
the gauge on L. Obviously not good, so he had her pull over and restart the truck after checking
the oil. Oil is full, and gauge came back on. I realize it could be oil sending unit etc. Last edited:
Jan 8, Jan 8, at PM 2. Jan 8, at PM 3. Oh that is awesome, thank you very much for posting that
up. That should help out a lot. Jan 8, at PM 4. If you choose to replace the GEM you may also
consider making a small test. Since water has been the main problem with these try placing it in
your clothes drier on the shoe rack if it has one. The low heat setting will work best. Most
modern electronics have a wax like coating on them for protection, all you need to do is remove
the moisture from the inside. After it has "cooked" a few hours give it a shot after it has cooled
off. I've used this procedure in the past with good results, a few times the damage was more
than just water and it hasn't worked fully. If this does work for you, let us know. We have a
spray for electronics at work that supposedly repels moisture. Never had to use it though, so
don't know how well it works. I will give you the brand name should you want the extra
protection. Jan 8, at PM 5. We dont have a shoe rack in our drier, and I cant imagine it tumbling
around will produce usable results haha. However I can probably achieve the same effect by
putting it in the oven at low temps. We will probably replace it with a new one anyways since
they are relatively cheap ebay has them for around 90 bucks which isn't bad but I might try and
dry out the old one simply for forum use. I will update this thread when we get around to doing
it. Jan 9, at AM 6. Jan 9, at AM 7. Last edited: Jan 9, Jan 12, at AM 8. Sorry for the late reply but
this is good stuff. We will probably just go ahead and replace the GEM with a new model. Better
to have the peace of mind. Is there anything I should know about installing a different GEM into
the truck or is it just like anything else, plug it in and it does what it needs to do automatically?
Jan 31, at PM 9. With the GEM you must take it to a dealer to have it re-programmed. I have
replaced one and am now going to "bake" it after I thought I had the leak
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fixed and it "freaked out" again. It also controls the starter motor. Mine will occasionally start
itself if the key is in the on position and in park or neutral, even when running. Jan 31, at PM
Eastmonsoon, I checked back through the wiring diagram for my They do not list any GEM
circuit that controls engine starting. The only thing that is close is the "ignition key warning
switch". I looked at the diagrams and the connector pin outs for anything starter related. Your
intermittent starting issues are probably caused by something else. Update: After looking at
another problem there is an input connection to the GEM prior to the Trans Range Selector which just happens to be a branch circuit of the starter. But doesn't appear to control the
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